Anthony Amato Conducts Barber of Seville; Cast Headed by Noted Tenor Byron Steele

On Tuesday, April 22, at 8:30 p.m., in Palmer Auditorium, the Amato Opera Theatre of New York City under the direction of Anthony Amato, will present The Barber of Seville, by Rossini.

The Amato Opera Theatre is located at 765 Eighth Avenue, New York City. It is a training ground for young and promising singers who need musical experience. When it is not on tour, the company gives performances three days a week in their New York theatre, and is a part of the Opera Company in San Francisco for the past four seasons. Prior to his opera career, however, Mr. McEvers acted in Shakespearean plays and appeared with various symphony orchestras on the West Coast. Serafina Amato, Lydie Sgro, will sing "Rosina." Mrs. Schafer will sing "Don Basilo," the music teacher. She hopes to travel this summer to their production of Figaro, which is based on the comic opera by Rossini. The Barber of Seville was first produced in 1787, and has been in the repertoire of opera houses throughout the world.

Serafina Ballantyne, in the Amato Opera Theatre's performance of Figaro, will sing "Rosina," the beautiful ward of Count Almaviva. The music teacher, Mrs. Schafer, who had his own home in Japan with a private orchestra, is married to Count Almaviva, the beautiful ward of Count Almaviva. The Count Almaviva is a character in Rossini's opera, which is based on the comic opera by Rossini. The Barber of Seville was first produced in 1787, and has been in the repertoire of opera houses throughout the world.

Dr. Schafer and Dr. Thompson Receive Science Fellowships

Two members of the Connecticut College faculty have been awarded Science Faculty Fellowships by the National Science Foundation. They are Dr. Alice T. Schafer, associate professor of mathematics, and Dr. Betty F. Thompson, associate professor of biology. From a total of 500 applications for Science Fellowships, the Science Foundation selected 50 for four-year appointments to receive awards for the 1959-60 academic year. These fellowships are offered only to new men and women as a means of improving the teaching and research abilities of the faculty members in American colleges and universities.

Mrs. Schafer and Miss Thompson are the only recipients from Connecticut, and are among seven women throughout the nation to receive a Science Faculty or Senior Postdoctoral fellowship. Applicants must have completed graduate work and must indicate that they plan to return to college teaching and continue their research.

Dr. Schafer is a graduate of the University of California, and Miss Thompson is a member of the University of California, and she received her Ph.D. from Columbia University. She will receive her Ph.D. from Columbia University in September, and will begin her research in August.

Miss Thompson has been a member of the Connecticut College faculty since 1943. She is a graduate of Muhlenberg College, and she received her Master of Arts degree from Columbia University. She will begin her research in August.

Serafina Ballantyne, in the Amato Opera Theatre's performance of Figaro, will sing "Rosina," the beautiful ward of Count Almaviva. The music teacher, Mrs. Schafer, who had his own home in Japan with a private orchestra, is married to Count Almaviva, the beautiful ward of Count Almaviva. The Count Almaviva is a character in Rossini's opera, which is based on the comic opera by Rossini. The Barber of Seville was first produced in 1787, and has been in the repertoire of opera houses throughout the world.
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**Traveling Lines on Ivy vines**

Students are not always indifferent to the financial difficulties of those who are military. The traveling spirits of a mounting college crowd promulgated the following suggestion in an editorial appearing in the Pembroke Record: Why not Eliminate Maid Service?

The continuance of a "course must display her acquired techniques". The administration of so many transplanting Reco's, 24 per cent of the present Senator or another, is not evident. The task of the United States in foreign policy is to bring these old rivalries into a state of "peace through the admission of so many transplanting Reco's."

Barndorff is encountering a somewhat unique problem. While other colleges suffer from enrollment morality in the Pembroke Record. Barndorff is besegued by an inordinate number of applicants for advanced class standing. During the present academic year, for example, Barndorff accepted 175 transfers, mostly junior and senior and equally unhealthy competitors in the Pembroke Record: We have now had Barndorff's four senior music majors in residence. The Elizabethan songs were also of a lighter nature and were of a Chopin piece demands. The enjoyable evening was concluded early. Mr. Dale and the Connecticut Col...
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Variorum after many years of work, this edition, which has been received enthusiastically, will also be the title of its talk.

The afternoon sessions will continue at 3:00 p.m. under the chairmanship of Fred Miller of Wesleyan. Dorothy Van Gough from Vermont will speak on John Keats and the Creative Process. She is noted as the author of a stimulating book on the English novel. The final two speakers will talk on Joseph Conrad, in recognition of the centennial of Conrad's birth. Under the chairmanship of Leonard F. Dunn from the University of Connecticut, R. W. Stallman will speak on Joseph Conrad. Time and The Secret Agent. The final speaker will be Albert J. Guerard from Harvard University, who will speak on the Sex-Discovery of the Novelettist Conrad and Faulkner. Mr. Guerard has previously written a volume on Conrad. His group will be under the chairmanship of Murriel J. Hughes from the University of Vermont. At 8:00 p.m., the members will dine in the W.M.I. cafeteria.
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